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Fahrenheit 451 50th Edition
50th anniversary edition of the ultimate Tolkien Parody ! Sometimes childish,
sometimes rude, always clever and always very, very funny, this book has delighted
most, and outraged a few, Tolkien fans in the US for more than 40 years. Pulling in
references to popular culture and fantasy literature as a whole, this is a killingly
effective parody of THE LORD OF THE RINGS. From the dreary Goddamn (Gollum) to
the feckless Arrowroot (Aragorn), the bungling Goodgulf (Gandalf) to the timid, meanminded boggies Frito (Frodo) and Dildo (Bilbo), no character is safe. Fleeing the
Nozdrul, bored by acid-casualty Tim Benzedrine and harassed throughout by the
minions of Sorhed, the fellowship move through a Middle Earth like no other. Short,
sharp and very much to the point, even Tolkien would be hard-pressed to surpress a
giggle at BORED OF THE RINGS.
An unforgettable depiction of the psychological impact of war, by a young Iraq veteran
and poet, THE YELLOW BIRDS is already being hailed as a modern classic. It is also a
story of love, of great courage, and of extraordinary human survival. WINNER OF THE
GUARDIAN FIRST BOOK AWARD NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER and BOOK OF THE YEAR A TLS, GUARDIAN, EVENING
STANDARD and SUNDAY HERALD BOOK OF THE YEAR Everywhere John looks, he
sees Murph. He flinches when cars drive past. His fingers clasp around the rifle he
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hasn't held for months. Wide-eyed strangers praise him as a hero, but he can feel
himself disappearing. Back home after a year in Iraq, memories swarm around him:
bodies burning in the crisp morning air. Sunlight falling through branches; bullets
kicking up dust; ripples on a pond wavering like plucked strings. The promise he made,
to a young man's mother, that her son would be brought home safely. Written with
profound emotional insight, especially into the effects of a hidden war on families at
home, THE YELLOW BIRDS is one of the most haunting, true and powerful novels of
our time.
The hauntingly prophetic classic novel set in a not-too-distant future where books are
burned by a special task force of firemen.
One of Ray Bradbury’s classic short story collections, available for the first time in
ebook.
Still dazzling and transgressive, this groundbreaking novel remains a frightening fable
on morality and the meaning of human freedom.
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners
suddenly realizes their merit, in a chilling novel of a frightening near-future world.
Reissue.
This finely crafted art portfolio includes twenty-two black & white illustrations and two
color illustrations by David Palladini. The artwork originally appeared in the trade edition
of The Eyes of the Dragon by Stephen King. This edition includes an exclusive
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afterword by David Palladini which is letterpress printed. The lettered edition is limited
to twenty-six copies and measures 12" x 18". The text and illustrations are printed on
100% cotton paper and are housed in a custom clamshell box covered in Japanese
book cloth over wood boards. The edition includes a previously unpublished illustration
as well as a reproduction of the only extant copy of the original title page illustration
hand-colored by David Palladini. The lettered edition includes a signed limited
photogravure print which has been hand-pulled on Somerset Velvet 100% cotton mould
made paper with deckled edges from St. Cuthbert's Mill, England. The portfolio is
signed by artist David Palladini.
The Doctor left a powerful artifact related to understanding time travel in London in
1963, now he must race back there and find it before two rival factions of Daleks do and
turn London into a warzone.
Thomas Wavery is the new Consul General at Abyla on the tip of North Africa. A career
diplomat, Wavery was once a high flyer, but an affair with a younger woman has
dashed his dreams of ambassadorship. He arrives in Abyla with his wife suing for
divorce, his passport stolen by a Gibraltarian ape and precious little enthusiasm for the
task ahead. His one hope of redemption is a visit from his new love.
This finely crafted art portfolio includes twenty-two black & white illustrations and two
color illustrations by David Palladini. The artwork originally appeared in the trade edition
of The Eyes of the Dragon by Stephen King. This edition includes an exclusive
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afterword by David Palladini which is letterpress printed. The numbered edition is
limited to three hundred copies and measures 10" x 15.5". The text and illustrations are
printed on ultra-premium archival paper and are housed in a clamshell box of European
linen book cloth over archival boards. The edition includes a previously unpublished
illustration as well as a reproduction of the only extant copy of the original title page
illustration hand-colored by David Palladini. The portfolio is signed by artist David
Palladini.
In one month Jeremy Fink will turn thirteen. But does he have what it takes to be a
teenager? He collects mutant candy, he won't venture more than four blocks from his
apartment if he can help it, and he definitely doesn't like surprises. On the other hand,
his best friend, Lizzy, isn't afraid of anything, even if that might get her into trouble now
and then. Jeremy's summer takes an unexpected turn when a mysterious wooden box
arrives in the mail. According to the writing on the box, it holds the meaning of life!
Jeremy is supposed to open it on his thirteenth birthday. The problem is, the keys are
missing, and the box is made so that only the keys will open it without destroying what's
inside. Jeremy and Lizzy set off to find the keys, but when one of their efforts goes very
wrong, Jeremy starts to lose hope that he'll ever be able to open the box. But he soon
discovers that when you're meeting people named Oswald Oswald and using a private
limo to deliver unusual objects to strangers all over the city, there might be other ways
of finding out the meaning of life. Lively characters, surprising twists, and thoughtPage 4/13
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provoking ideas make Wendy Mass's latest novel an unforgettable read.
Iconoclastic British artist Ralph Steadman has been creating editorial and political
illustrations for over five decades. Steadman is revered for his ink-splattered, anarchic,
and often shocking drawings. His well-known illustrations alongside the work of literary
legend Hunter S. Thompson have long been celebrated and have achieved a cult-like
following. Together, Steadman and Thompson's iconic work has come to be known as
Gonzo journalism. Ralph and Hunter first met in 1970 on an assignment from Scanlan's
Monthly magazine to cover the Kentucky Derby. Their 40-year friendship included
collaborations on seminal books such as Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas and The
Curse of Lono, as well as numerous articles for Jann Wenner's Rolling Stone, including
the George Foreman vs. Muhammad Ali fight and coverage of the Watergate Scandals.
PROUD TOO BE WEIRRD is the ultimate monograph of this creative genius.
Steadman's first-person narrative takes us on a literary and visual journey of his wellknown, provocative work and is accompanied by his acerbic wit, heartfelt political
views, and unique sense of humour. This must-have book comes in two collectible
editions. All one thousand, limited edition books are numbered and signed by
Steadman and each comes in a red, cloth-wrapped, slipcased box. Steadman is the
recipient of numerous awards and accolades for his illustrations in classic books such
as Alice in Wonderland, Treasure Island, Animal Farm, and Fahrenheit 451. His
revered work has appeared in numerous publications throughout the years including
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Rolling Stone, The Daily Telegraph, and The New York Times. This fall, a documentary
film on Steadman, narrated by Johnny Depp, will be released by Sony Pictures. Fifteen
years in the making, the film For No Good Reason highlights the many reasons to
admire this one-of-a-kind artist. Likewise, PROUD TOO BE WEIRRD celebrates the
profound creative genius of Ralph Steadman.
Fahrenheit 451A NovelSimon and Schuster
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book
burners, Guy Montag, suddenly realizes their merit.
William Golding's Lord of the Flies is a dystopian classic: 'exciting, relevant and thoughtprovoking' (Stephen King). When a group of schoolboys are stranded on a desert
island, what could go wrong? 'One of my favorite books - I read it every couple of
years.' (Suzanne Collins, author of The Hunger Games) A plane crashes on a desert
island. The only survivors are a group of schoolboys. By day, they discover fantastic
wildlife and dazzling beaches, learning to survive; at night, they are haunted by
nightmares of a primitive beast. Orphaned by society, it isn't long before their innocent
childhood games devolve into a savage, murderous hunt ... 'Stands out mightily in my
memory ... Such a strong statement about the human heart.' (Patricia Cornwell)
'Terrifying and haunting.' (Kingsley Amis) 'Beautifully written, tragic and provocative.' (E.
M. Forster) ONE OF THE BBC'S ICONIC 'NOVELS THAT SHAPED OUR WORLD'
What readers are saying: 'Every real human being should read this ... This is what we
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are.' 'It's brilliant, it's captivating, it's thought provoking and brutal and for some, its truly
terrifying.' 'It can be read and re-read many times, and every time something new will
appear.' 'There is a reason why this is studied at school ... Excellent read.' 'This is one
of the few books I've read that I keep on my Kindle to read again.' 'I revisit this every
few years and it's always fresh and impressive ... One of the best books I've ever read.'
To the Last City is set deep in the Peruvian Andes, where five ill-prepared travellers men and women with different values, temperaments and motives - find themselves
trekking through one of the most exacting and beautiful regions on earth. It is a journey
which may temper or destroy them. They confront not only their relationships with one
another, but also the enigmas of the country's past, the dangers of its present, and the
limitations of their own minds and bodies. The 'lost city' of their destination is
Vilcabamba, last refuge of the Inca against the Spaniards, subsumed by jungle for four
hundred years. In this brilliant exploration of the psychological challenges of travelling,
set within the exotic jungle of South America, Colin Thubron for the first time joins his
highly acclaimed talents as a travel writer with his gifts as a novelist.
The advanced technology of a house first pleases then increasingly terrifies its occupants.
Covers American literature during the postwar period.
"Are you looking for a fresh take on tackling the challenge of writing a successful novel and
building your career? No matter your writing level, this book will reveal to you the
unconventional, fresh approaches to writing and selling the novel of your dreams"--Publisher's
description.
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Two dazzling novellas from the celebrated author of Fahrenheit 451.
A collection of three of Ray Bradbury’s finest science fiction novels: FAHRENHEIT 451, THE
MARTIAN CHRONICLES and THE ILLUSTRATED MAN.
A Graphic Adaptation An HBO Original Movie starring Michael B. Jordan (Black Panther), Sofia
Boutella (Star Trek: Beyond), and Michael Shannon (The Shape of Water). An Eisner Award
Nominee "Monday burn Millay, Wednesday Whitman, Friday Faulkner, burn 'em to ashes, then
burn the ashes." For Guy Montag, a career fireman for whom kerosene is perfume, this is not
just an official slogan. It is a mantra, a duty, a way of life in a tightly monitored world where
thinking is dangerous and books are forbidden. In 1953, Ray Bradbury envisioned one of the
world's most unforgettable dystopian futures, and in Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451, the artist
Tim Hamilton translates this frightening modern masterpiece into a gorgeously imagined
graphic novel. As could only occur with Bradbury's full cooperation in this authorized
adaptation, Hamilton has created a striking work of art that uniquely captures Montag's
awakening to the evil of government-controlled thought and the inestimable value of
philosophy, theology, and literature. Including an original foreword by Ray Bradbury and fully
depicting the brilliance and force of his canonic and beloved masterwork, Ray Bradbury's
Fahrenheit 451 is an exceptional, haunting work of graphic literature.
The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the
planet, and escape a doomed Earth.
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read.
Depicts a future world in which all printed reading material is burned.

This book examines the convergence of media in the largest residential virtual
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community to date in the gaming world: Second Life. This user content---driven platform
has brought media makers and audiences together in interactive environments where
news, entertainment, and art have become programming for virtual media networks
with implications for traditional mainstream programming and distribution. New media
moguls are emerging from Second Life and expanding to the larger Metaverse. This
book explores media's role in reporting and reflecting the social, political, and economic
issues within Second Life and beyond, and includes more than a dozen interviews of
active Second Life residents.
Ray Bradbury’s novel Fahrenheit 451 is an enduring masterwork of twentieth-century
American literature—a chilling vision of a dystopian future built on the foundations of
ignorance, censorship, and brutal repression. The origins and evolution of Bradbury’s
darkly magnificent tale are explored in A Pleasure to Burn, a collection of sixteen
selected shorter works that prefigure the grand master’s landmark novel. Classic,
thematically interrelated stories alongside many crucial lesser-known ones—including, at
the collection’s heart, the novellas “Long After Midnight” and “The Fireman”—A
Pleasure to Burn is an indispensable companion to the most powerful work of
America’s preeminent storyteller, a wondrous confirmation of the inimitable Bradbury’s
brilliance, magic . . . and fire.
William Goldings classic debut novel, republished to mark his centenary.
ONE OF MANY STORIES LEADING UP TO FAHRENHEIT 451
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First full English translation of the poetry of Maria Stepanova, one of Russia's most
innovative and exciting poets and thinkers.
The chilling dystopia made a deep impression on readers, and his ideas entered
mainstream culture in a way achieved by very few books. The book's title and many of
its concepts, such as Big Brother and the Thought Police, are instantly recognized and
understood, often as bywords for modern social and political abuses.
La historia de un sombrío y aterrador futuro Guy Montag pertenece a una extraña
brigada de bomberos. Su misión, paradójicamente, no es la de sofocar incendios sino
la de provocarlos para quemar libros. Ha sido bombero durante más de 10 años, y
siempre le gustó su trabajó. Nunca cuestionó nada --ni la emoción de las salidas a
medianoche ni el placer de ver las hojas arder-- hasta que conoció a una niña de
diecisiete años que le mostró un pasado en el que la gente no tenía miedo y a un
profesor que le habló de un futuro en el que la gente podría ser libre. Y al fin Montag
comprendió lo que tenía que hacer. Fahrenheit 451, la novela más célebre del maestro
de la ciencia ficción, nos presenta un futuro perturbador: un mundo en el que los libros
y la lectura están prohibidos. Porque leer obliga a pensar, y en ese mundo está
prohibido pensar. Porque leer impide ser ingenuamente feliz, y en ese mundo hay que
ser feliz a la fuerza. ENGLISH DESCRIPTION Ray Bradbury's internationally acclaimed
novel Fahrenheit 451 is a masterwork of twentieth-century literature set in a bleak,
dystopian future. Guy Montag is a fireman. In his world, where television rules and
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literature is on the brink of extinction, firemen start fires rather than put them out. His
job is to destroy the most illegal of commodities, the printed book, along with the
houses in which they are hidden. Montag never questions the destruction and ruin his
actions produce, returning each day to his bland life and wife, Mildred, who spends all
day with her television "family." But then he meets an eccentric young neighbor,
Clarisse, who introduces him to a past where people didn't live in fear and to a present
where one sees the world through the ideas in books instead of the mindless chatter of
television. When Mildred attempts suicide and Clarisse suddenly disappears, Montag
begins to question everything he has ever known. He starts hiding books in his home,
and when his pilfering is discovered, the fireman has to run for his life.
Get your "A" in gear! They're today's most popular study guides-with everything you
need to succeed in school. Written by Harvard students for students, since its inception
SparkNotes™ has developed a loyal community of dedicated users and become a major
education brand. Consumer demand has been so strong that the guides have
expanded to over 150 titles. SparkNotes'™ motto is Smarter, Better, Faster because: ·
They feature the most current ideas and themes, written by experts. · They're easier to
understand, because the same people who use them have also written them. · The
clear writing style and edited content enables students to read through the material
quickly, saving valuable time. And with everything covered--context; plot overview;
character lists; themes, motifs, and symbols; summary and analysis, key facts; study
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questions and essay topics; and reviews and resources--you don't have to go anywhere
else!
Riffing on Ray Bradbury's classic novel about the end of reading, Tinderbox is one of
the most interesting books in decades about literary culture and its place in the world.
More than that, it's about how every one of us fits into that bigger picture - and the
struggle to make sense of life in the twenty-first century.
Use this guide to familiarize students with this well-known novel and encourage them to
connect the story with actual events and issues from the 1920s by completing fun,
challenging activities and lessons. Readers will enjoy analyzing this complex literary
piece and revel in the life lessons they take away from it. Analyzing story elements in
multiple ways, close reading and text-based vocabulary practice, and determining
meaning through text-dependent questions are just a few of the many skills students
will walk away with after interacting with the rigorous and appealing cross-curricular
lessons and activities in this resource. Written to support the Common Core, each
activity and lesson work in conjunction with the text to teach students how to analyze
and comprehend rich, complex literature.
In the stories by Anton Chekhov there is no seriousness of the plot, as in Dostoevsky’s
novels, but together with simplicity and funny side of everyday life Chekhov’s
characters are not less dramatic or deep. However, polished sarcasm is not an obstacle
for Chekhov to show his characters in a warm and realistic way. There is no grotesque
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of Saltikov-Schedrin who turns people into images; we can recognise an ordinary
modern man on the pages of Chekhov’s stories.
One of Ray Bradbury’s classic short story collections, available in ebook for the first
time.
This edition of Michael Wood's groundbreaking first book explores the fascinating and
mysterious centuries between the Romans and the Norman Conquest of 1066. In
Search of the Dark Ages vividly conjures up some of the most famous names in British
history, such as Queen Boadicea, leader of a terrible war of resistance against the
Romans, and King Arthur, the 'once and future king', for whose riddle Wood proposes a
new and surprising solution. Here too, warts and all, are the Saxon, Viking and Norman
kings who laid the political foundations of England - Offa of Mercia, Alfred the Great,
Athelstan, and William the Conqueror, whose victory at Hastings in 1066 marked the
end of Anglo-Saxon England. Reflecting recent historical, textual and archaeological
research, this revised edition of Michael Wood's classic book overturns preconceptions
of the Dark Ages as a shadowy and brutal era, showing them to be a richly exciting and
formative period in the history of Britain. 'With In Search of the Dark Ages, Michael
Wood wrote the book for history on TV.' The Times 'Michael Wood is the maker of
some of the best TV documentaries ever made on history and archaeology.' Times
Literary Supplement
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